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Executive Summary 
When used effectively, IT systems provide companies with a competitive advantage.  When not, they can hamper 

decision confidence or impede the delivery of analyses critical to driving the business.  Storage resources are the 

most egregious bottlenecki and negatively impact application performance when they are heavily loaded.  When 

storage is relied upon to support multiple users, applications, and business intelligence systems it can become 

unduly taxed and delay time sensitive results and reduce user productivity.  Storage solutions can be complex 

and are difficult to keep operational under heavy load. 

RNA MVX provides a solution by implementing a large scale, high-performance distributed memory cloud to 

offload the storage systemii.  Requested data is stored in the memory cloud, freeing storage systems to support 

other applications and users.  The memory cloud increases throughput delivering application data much faster, 

allows data to be reused without creating incremental storage load, and improves CPU utilization and reduces the 

load on storage.   

RNA MVX provides both the scale and performance required to implement this method.  Application results are 

delivered faster because of higher CPU utilization, minimal waiting on IO, and faster access to active data.  Both 

delivering faster results and using more input data for analyses improve the quality of information available to the 

business and increases their competitive advantage. 

Problems 
The crush of data growth, the need to deliver ever-faster decision support and the need to control IT system 

costs present huge challenges for IT departments.  Business intelligence systems, analytical modeling and 

proprietary applications are commonly used to drive business decisions but are continually being modified to 

optimize their business impact.  One common optimization is the use of additional data to improve the 

robustness or quality of decisions.  With data expected to grow over 650% in the next 5 years iii these systems 

will have a wealth of data to operate on, but the timeliness of results is at risk.  Results must be delivered within a 

period of time that allows the business act on them to create value.  Lastly the IT organization has to balance 

cost-benefit ratio of these systems to ensure business objectives are met. 

Storage Challenges 
Many companies maintain terabytes or even petabytes of raw data used as input for their business decision tools.  

Modeling, simulation, imaging, and other applications generate results from a subset of this data, but still can 

operate on terabytes of data.  Example uses of these tools include asset valuation from Monte Carlo simulation, 



geologic information influencing well locations, verification of algorithmic trading strategies, and structural 

integrity from finite element analysis.  The timeliness of these results can make or break profitability for a given 

project or business decision.   

There are operational impacts of maintaining and using large quantities of data.  The architecture of the IT system 

impacts operational performance and costs forcing savvy IT departments to find an appropriate balance.  The 

type of storage solutions impact how fast data can be stored, retrieved and delivered to client nodes.  Storage 

solution performance is constrained by physical limitations of spinning media, the network interconnect to client 

nodes, and the number and configuration of connecting nodes.  Maintaining operation under heavy load is 

required, but often difficult to achieve.  In addition to meeting the performance objectives, the CapEx and OpEx of 

any given solution must be considered to provide the best solution for the business.   

Solution - IO Acceleration with RNA MVX 
RNA MVX can help address the challenges outlined above by shareable distributed memory service above the 

storage system that can more effectively process large data, multiple requests for the same data, and provide 

more aggregate throughput than previously available.   

Benefits  
MVX improves business agility and helps drive better decisions.  Applications, models and business intelligence 

systems deliver faster results, can operate on larger datasets, or both to improve the quality of information 

provided to the business.  The solution allows storage to be used more efficiently and support the business more 

effectively.  Storage no longer needs to support multiple requests for identical data because subsequent data 

requests are fulfilled by the Memory Cloud.  This allows storage to be used more appropriately for data at rest 

and the Memory Cloud to be used for active or hot data.  Offloading the active data needs of business 

intelligence systems allows the storage to better serve other business systems and users improving both their 

experience and productivity.   

 

 

Figure 1 RNA MVX provides a caching layer between application nodes and storage. 

Another key benefit is that this solution helps IT departments get the most from their current infrastructure and 

potentially postpone new spend.  On compute nodes, the CPU utilization is improved because client nodes aren’t 



waiting for IO request to be fulfilled.  IO workload is distributed allowing more efficient data distribution and 

access.  Since data in the caching layer can be delivered from multiple nodes, aggregate throughput to 

applications is dramatically increased.  Each of these improvements contribute to delivering significant increases 

in application performance, be it reduced wall time or more reliable results. 

RNA MVX Description 
RNA MVX decouples memory from physical servers, combining it to make a sharable, distributed resource. This 

Memory Cloud is game changing technology that allows applications to use memory in a whole new way. MVX 

leverages RAM's role in server architecture, the resource for active data, to deliver a solution far superior than 

those built on other technologies. DAS, NAS and SAN may have large capacity, but can’t deliver the access time 

required for large active datasets. Flash and SSDs are better than traditional storage but are isolated resources 

that don’t share data well and will never be as fast as RAM. 

 

 

 

MVX uses existing server and interconnect infrastructure to create a Memory Cloud. Software allows servers to 

contribute some or all of their memory, to use the resources in the memory cloud, or both. These simple 

configuration options make it a flexible solution that can be easily optimized to best fit application needs. And 

because it uses existing infrastructure, RNA MVX can be easily scaled to meet the scope of active data required 

by applications. 

 



 

 

With MVX, applications can share common data without requiring a complex distributed caching solution which 

significantly simplifies the application stack.  Entire active data sets can be kept in the Memory Cloud, eliminating 

the need for tiered caching architectures, minimizing data redundancy and reducing overhead associated with 

data management. 

 

MVX requires no application changes, no proprietary hardware, no application framework, and no special APIs 

significantly reducing investment in application integration, new spend on infrastructure, and project risk. MVX 

can be deployed and operational within hours to demonstrate significant business value.  

Alternatives 
Alternatives for alleviating storage load to accelerate application performance include; upgrading the storage 

solutions, creating dedicated storage solutions for applications with heavy data use, and upgrading network and 

storage interconnect. 

• Storage Systems—Deploying high-performance or clustered storage solutions is very expensive, may 

not be required for the entire organization, and may not perform optimally if there is insufficient bandwidth 

required to deliver data.  Oversimplification can present still other problems.  Using a single storage 

solution to support an entire organization can cause all users to experience performance degradation.  

Storage systems can become saturated trying to fulfill requests from applications requiring large data 

causing in performance degradation for business users and resulting in lost productivity. 



• SSDs on Client Nodes—Solid-state drives can provide high performance data access on a local node, 

but because they are not shared, they do nothing to accelerate the loading of data from an archive.   

• Distributed Caching Solutions—Depending on the application, there are various distributed caching 

solutions that can alleviate storage load.  These solutions have inherent performance limitations because 

they cannot store all active data in their cache and have overhead associated with data distribution and 

synchronization. 

• Upgrade Network—Another solution is to upgrade to a faster interconnect.  This alone will not solve 

throughput problems, as the bottleneck will move to the storage system, limited by its ability to satisfy 

requests from tens or hundreds of clients. 

Example: Acceleration of FEA Application 
Application acceleration was demonstrated for a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) application by comparing how it 

performed when supported by NFS based storage and with RNA MVX.  These tests showed that applications 

with significant IO demand can be hampered by storage solutions and CPU utilization suffers dramatically.   

Test configuration and Instrumentation 
The test used four, eight core servers as clients connected to an NFS server using Ethernet.  We used NFS 

storage because it is commonly used as a backing store.  An FEA application was run on each of 32 cores for the 

test.  For the baseline test, each core loaded a 2.5 GB model from the NFS storage.  To assess performance 

gains, RNA MVX was installed and the tests re-run. 

 

          

Figure 2 Client nodes run FEA application with 2.5 GB model with and without RNA MVX. 

These tests were instrumented using SARiv to capture information CPU utilization, CPU IOwait % and NFS client 

reads per second on the client node. 

 



Measured Value Description 

CPU utilization Percentage (%) time the CPU is performing 

calculations for an application. 

IOwait Percentage (%) time the CPU spends waiting for a 

data request to be fulfilled.   

NFS client 

reads/sec 

The number of requests a client node makes to read 

data from storage per second. 

Results 
This example shows that client utilization and application performance can be dramatically improved through the 

use of a caching layer.  Application performance and CPU utilization are improved because the cache delivers 

data to client nodes as fast as they can consume it with little to no waiting for IO.  Additionally the storage load is 

dramatically reduced as RNA MVX supports requests for data.   

NFS Client 

From the NFS Client Reads/sec chart below we can see that NFS client only makes read requests when RNA 

MVX is not installed.  This is because the RNAdriver intercepts read calls and fulfills them directly from the 

Memory Cloud.  RNA MVX supports all read requests allowing much heavier client loading and eliminating these 

requests from the NFS server.   



 

 

Figure 3 Read requests made from the NFS client on node with and without RNA MVX. 
 

Client CPU Utilization 

CPU utilization improves because the client receives data much faster and does not spend any time waiting for IO 

requests to be fulfilled.  The CPU Utilization chart below shows CPU utilization increasing from roughly 25% 

without RNA MVX to more than 95% with RNA MVX, nearly four times improvement.   

For the baseline case, CPU utilization spikes initially as the test begins, then falls to roughly 5% for the next 4:30 

minutes while data is loaded from the NFS server.  At this point in time, the application begins to operate on the 

data and CPU utilization increases to 45% until just over 10:00 minutes when the test concludes.   

With RNA MVX, there is an initial spike in CPU utilization, then it stabilizes at more than 95% for the duration of 

the test, 4:30 seconds.  The shorter duration is directly related to improved utilization on the client nodes when 

using RNA MVX.   



 

 

Figure 4 Application node CPU Utilization with and without RNA MVX 

The CPU IOwait % for Client Node chart below shows that the node doesn’t waste any time waiting for IO 

requests with RNA MVX.  For the baseline case, CPU IOwait % is reasonably low initially, but rises dramatically to 

more than 95% when the NFS server gets saturated with read requests.  When the application has enough data 

to begin operating on, CPU IOwait decreases to about 55% but remains a significant impact on client node 

performance.   

With RNA MVX, virtually no CPU IOwait % is experienced because the cache can fulfill all data request from the 

client nodes.   



 

 

Figure 5 Application node CPU IOwait % with and without RNA MVX 

Example: IO Acceleration at Scale 
To demonstrate how RNA MVX can accelerate IO for a large number of nodes, we used a 128 node cluster where 

each node reads a 280 GB dataset simultaneously from a NFS storage solution.   

Test configuration and Instrumentation 
For the initial baseline test, a single client read a 280 GB from the NFS storage while measuring total wall time 

and aggregate throughput delivered to client nodes.  The test was repeated with 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 nodes.  

RNA MVX was installed on all nodes and the tests re-run for comparison. 

 

         



Figure 6 Client nodes read a 280 GB dataset with and without RNA MVX. 
 

The environment was instrumented using SARv to allow us to capture performance attributes for both client 

nodes and the NFS server.  The table below describes the attributes that were captures for these tests.   

 

Measured Value Description 

Elapsed time The length of time required to complete the read of the 

280 GB dataset on the client node.  For multiple 

clients, this value represents the average time it took 

each client node to complete the job. 

Aggregate 

Throughput to 

Clients 

The sum of all bandwidth delivered to each client 

node. 

Results 
These tests showed RNA MVX delivers nearly equivalent performance regardless of node count up to 128 nodes.  

They also show a dramatic increase in aggregate throughput delivered to client nodes.  They also revealed that 

applications with large datasets couldn’t be supported effectively with NFS storage alone.  Individual client nodes 

became starved for data and spent an inordinate amount of time waiting for data requests rather than performing 

computations.  RNA MVX alleviates that NFS load and eliminates any waiting for data requests.   

The Job Completion Time chart below shows dramatically increasing wall time as node count increases for NFS.  

This is because the NFS server must deliver data to each of the requesting nodes.  In contrast, there is little 

increase in wall time when using RNA MVX to support the workload.   

A single node reading a 280 GB dataset from NFS took nearly four hours and scaled up to nearly 14 hours for 128 

nodes simultaneously reading the same data.  In contrast RNA MVX provided the entire dataset to a single node 

in just 18 minutes, 13 times faster.  Obviously the load increases dramatically with node count, however, RNA 

MVX performance remained relatively constant.  For 128 nodes, RNA MVX delivered the entire dataset in just 40 

minutes or 20 times faster that NFS only. 



 

 

Figure 7 Wall time with increasing client count.   

The Aggregate Client Throughput chart shows that aggregate bandwidth scales with client count when using RNA 

MVX.  This is because each memory-contributing node can supply data to any requesting node.  In contrast the 

throughput for the NFS server is constrained by the available bandwidth to that system.   

The NFS based storage became saturated at about 770 MB/sec with 64 nodes and performance degraded with 

more nodes.  This saturation degrades performance on client nodes by creating a queue for read requests forcing 

all client nodes to wait until it can fulfill all the requests.  In contrast, aggregate throughput actually increased with 

RNA MVX, exceeding 14.9 GB/ sec across 128 nodes for this test.   



 

Figure 8 Wall time with increasing client count.   

Conclusion 
Storage load can cause significant challenges for enterprise IT environments today.  Companies rely on storage 

systems to provide services to the business-critical applications and users alike.  When storage is overloaded, 

these systems cease to provide competitive advantage.   

From the examples we showed that using RNA MVX improved client CPU utilization by 4X resulting in better 

application performance. RNA MVX also increased aggregate bandwidth provided to client nodes by more than 

20X and eliminated the corresponding load what would have been placed on the storage system.  

RNA MVX provides a solution that alleviates storage load and improves the performance of business-critical 

applications.  RNA MVX allows storage systems to be used more effectively, to support more users, to deliver 

more from existing IT resources, and to postpone or eliminate new IT spend.  Business agility and top-line 

revenue are increased as companies have access to better business intelligence and can make decisions faster 

with improved confidence. 
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